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NATIVE+PROGRAMMATIC
So it’s no surprise that many believe 
the two concepts would work together 
as well as water and oil. But as the 
saying goes, opposites attract, and it 
turns out the combination of native and 
programmatic is more like peanut butter 
+ jelly – very sweet. 

the idea that programmatic marketing 
and native advertising can be combined, 
on the surface, seems like an oxymoron.  
Programmatic is designed for large 
scale, automated media buying, while 
native is so custom, each buy must 
require manual execution.  
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tripleLift’s vision is to enable brands and agencies to access premium, 
in-feed native inventory the same way they buy banner ads, no matter 
what platform or technology they use. to accomplish this, tripleLift’s 
inventory is integrated with the major exchanges and DSPs including 
appNexus, mediamath, the trade Desk, and turn. 

HOw TRIPlElIfT 
MAkEs THIs 
POssIblE Agencies
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MORE 

INTERESTING

LESS

ANNOYING

MORE

ANNOYING

LESS 

INTERESTING

Pop Up Ads

Expandable Ads

Video 
Ads

Banner Ads

In-Feed Native Ads

the programmatic landscape has certainly made it simple and cost-
efficient to reach a targeted audience with banner ads. But what type of 
ads do consumers actually prefer?  

according to a study by the association of online Publishers, 59% of 
consumers claim to find native advertising “interesting.” This data 
parallels the findings of a study conducted by the IAB, in which over 
5,000 consumers found in-feed native ads more appealing and less 
annoying than other forms of digital advertising. 

Most Appealing forms of Online Advertising
an IAB Consumer StudywHy NATIVE?
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Formatted like content aligned with site content

as native advertising continues to evolve, it has taken on many different 
forms, from sponsored content to recommended posts, but regardless of 
the format, there are three attributes every ad must have to truly be native.  

THE 3 EssENTIAls 
 Of A NATIVE Ad

the ad is within content

sponsored

sponsored

sponsored

LoCAtIon AeSthetICS ReLevAnCy
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HOw IT wORkswHAT yOu NEEd  
TO GET sTARTEd

.  800-1200 pixels wide

.  72 DPi, JPg preferred 

.  Under 1mB per image

.  Transparent PNG file

.  300-600 pixels wide

.  optional: Light/Dark versions

.  Headline < 150 characters 

.  caption < 300 characters

.  click-through UrL

.  Link to relevant web page

tripleLift automatically 
transforms creative 
into hundreds of 
unique native ads

2

each ad is formatted to 
match the unique look & 
feel of each publisher - 
no two ads are alike 

3

Select the image 
or video, copy, and 
logo to serve as the 
creative for your ads

“Discover the Caribbean’s 
best-kept secret, Curaçao. 

Take a walk across the 
Queen Emma Pontoon 
Bridge at high tide and 

feel the bridge gently ride 
the waves in the busy port 

of Willemstad.”

1

CoPy

Logo

uRL

ImAge
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Send us images with too much text. Let the image 
speak for itself.

crop the image. We’ll take care of ensuring the image 
fits perfectly across every placement.

Send us an image with a logo. Don’t you sweat it, we’ll 
pair these two assets together.

Use banner ad creative. Your image, logo and copy will 
come together to form a beautiful ad.

CREATIVE  RECOMMENdATIONs

 

Send us engaging photos. vibrant pictures are more 
likely to catch the eye.

Use products set in real environments. Historically, these 
have tended to perform better than products in isolation.

Send a click-through UrL that is somewhat associated 
with the creative. Don’t send users to a page that leaves 

them confused as to why they clicked.

Explore all the image options at your fingertips. From 
blogs to product pages, you likely have a treasure trove 
of impactful images.

Do: DoN’t:
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sOuRCING 
CREATIVE

the product says it all, 
showcase it

Where images are being used 
to tell brand stories

consumers are playing the 
role as brand ambassadors 
and sharing brand images

amplify your content 
marketing across the web

Product galleries Blogs/Social media user generated Content Sponsored Content
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REACH & sCAlE

45% 
of all mobile 

users

228M 
monthly 

unique users

91% 
of online 

population

tRIPLeLIft 
AudIenCe

* comScore Reported, 3/15

*
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MICROsOfT PROVEs NATIVE AdVERTIsING CAN 
bE bOuGHT PROGRAMMATICAlly, IN REAl TIME

“ TripleLift didn’t require learning a proprietary 
interface. Microsoft could buy the inventory directly 
through its demand-side platform (DSP).” 
                                

The Triple lifT

475% 
return on 
ad Spend

$500K 
in additional 
prospecting 

revenue

40% 
Lift in 

revenue 

MICROsOfT 
CAsE sTudy 
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Native 
examples
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Native 
examples
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hoW to get StARted:
contact rtB@triplelift.com to have a member of 
our team walk you through how simple it is to get 
started and execute native ad campaigns at scale.

TRIPlElIfT AT 
A GlANCE

Biddable native 
inventory via existing 
RtB infrastructure, 
dSPs and Bidders. no 
integration necessary.

Single creative works 
on all screens and 
formats, including 
desktop, tablet, 
mobile, and app

Billions of monthly 
impressions for 
native, in-feed


